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	Date: June 20, 2018
	Text1: Education, individual liberties, and fiscal responsibility
	Text2: $30K of $100K
	Text3: I would be the voice for LGBTQ issues in a caucus that has none (and includes 1/3 of members)
	Text4: SEAMEC, ERW, Log Cabin Republicans
	Text6: As a candidate in 2012, I signed in support of Ref. 74 at a SEAMEC event.
	Text7: Some important caveats (e.g. RCW 28A.640.02 Sec. 1c, gender by ID), which we should discuss.
	Text8: Initiative 1515 created new problems with its focus on “biological” gender, and I didn’t support it. 
	Text9: 
	Text10: Should be covered under Medicaid
	Text11: 
	Text12: If deemed medically necessary
	Text13: Conscious clause is intended for individuals, not organizations.
	Text14: Parents should still be able to opt out after reviewing curriculum.
	Text15: If deemed medically necessary
	Text16: I was the only Republican to vote for Reproductive Freedom Act for three years.
	Text17: Have argued on the floor to defeat measures introduced to defund Planned Parenthood.
	Text18: 
	Text19: Fought discharge of my U.S. Navy department head under Don't Ask, Don't Tell policy.
	Text20: 
	Text21: I supported affordable family & medical leave insurance, and I-1433 failed by 9.4% in LD5.
	Text22: 
	Text23: Speculation, but I believe it to be a combination of nurture and nature.
	Text24: 
	Text25: Conscious clause is intended for individuals, not organizations.
	Text26: We tried to pass this bill in 2014.
	Text27: Equal consideration should be made for the safety of all inmates.
	Text28: Simply identifying as female should not entitle students to compete in girls sports.
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	Group1: Choice3
	Text5: Religious protections don’t allow violation of the law (e.g. discrimination against protected class)
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